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Saturday AM - PM. Sunday Closed. Andrew was very professional and knowledgeable about the
vehicle. He helped me get the vehicle of my choice and set up the features. Very nice and
pleasant to work with! Grand Subaru responded. Nada, thank you for your kind words! We're
happy we could help. Our team is available should you require any extra help. Safe travels! He
was not willing to help me with my car tires issues. He decided not even trying to resolve my
problem and his attitude was very rude. I was just wondering if his attitude was acceptable with
any costumer. I will never go back to this dealership! Hi, we can assure you that we do not find
this type of behavior acceptable, and we would like to address the situation you have described.
Please reach out to us at so we can discuss the details of your visit in hopes of restoring your
confidence back in our dealership. This service department is excellent! We've been going to
them for several years and they've serviced our three Subaru Foresters during that time. We've
worked mainly with Joe, who is always helpful and knowledgeable. They don't overcharge or
stick in sneaky charges like some other service departments have. Highly recommend. I leased
a new Legacy back in October and love it. Michael and Mark are always there for me when I call
them. I take my car to service for my complimentary car wash on a weekly basis. I love the way I
am treated by the service staff as well. Awesome experience. The service is amazing. Fast and
very convenient. The staff are very friendly and they were done in timely manners. Billy J Morris
Jr. I came in with my Forester and I was quickly taken care of and they explained everything I
needed to keep my SUV on track. They did a superb job! I would recommend the service
department over others I have been to. Thank you for your recommendation, Julie! We really
appreciate you sharing your experience with our team and it was no trouble to get everything
you needed taken care of during your visit. Feel free to drop by again if you ever need anything
else! As I would accelerate, the car would slightly lose power It was very slight, but very
annoying. I brought it to my local dealer 4 times and it was never fixed. The last time they
worked on it, they said a factory technician was looking at the car. They kept my car for 3
weeks. They said they fixed it, but the moment I got behind the wheel, I could feel it wasn't fixed.
Here is where my review of Grand Subaru in Bensenville and Conrad Swiatkowski, the service
advisor begins. I looked for reviews of other Subaru dealerships in my area and noticed that
Grand Subaru was rated high. I called to make an appointment and hoped to get a loaner car
sometime that week. Well, they took me that day and gave me a nice loaner. Conrad called me
every day with an update. They were trying a few things to fix the problem. Only after 4 days, he
called me with good news. They found the problem, and it was covered under my extended
warranty. While they were under the hood, a leak in my AC condenser was discovered and
replaced under warranty. I had an issue with my brake rotors which were fixed as well. I really
felt like Conrad and the service department looked over my entire car to ensure it ran as it
should. I was looking at other cars to trade for my WRX Well, now it is fixed thanks to Conrad
the Grand Subaru service department. I will be back and I will be sending my friends to your
dealership. Thank you for taking good care of me and my WRX. You are very welcome! We're
happy that we could find the problem and other issues as well. We always want your car
running in top shape and make sure you are safe on the road too. If you ever consider getting a
new car, take a look at our inventory or give our sales department a call! We would be happy
just to consider your options or see how much a payment would be if you are looking to do
some research. But we're happy that we could service your WRX and hope it will continue to
run as good as new! We'll see you next time! This dealership has by far the most outstanding
customer service my fiance and I have ever experienced. We have purchased 2 vehicles from
them in the last 2 years. Was told they cover punctures. Had a puncture in the back seat, took it
to Libertyville and they said they couldn't do anything about it. Took it back to Grand, Zurich
said they don't cover that, so the dealership took it upon themselves to take care of this. I can't
even explain how pleased we are with them. Then claimed they lost the intake paperwork stating
condition of vehicle and what was to be done. They refused to take responsibility and fix it
which we were told my Subaru of American while not acceptable Subaru of America did
compensate us a little bit after speaking with the dealership themselves they were not obligated
to fix it. So needless to say, Grand went way above to make right on a company Zurich they
don't even have obligation towards. They're amazing and have my business for life. I'm also
suprised at the experiences with some of the sales reps. We bought both of ours from Sandy
Cuttone, and she is the most honest and easy sales rep we have ever worked with. I highly
recommend her! If it wasn't for her and Damien we likley would have not gotten this issue
resolved. Over 2 years later and they're not on only remembered us but remembered what we
thought we purchased. You guys are great! Thanks for the awesome review! Wow, we love to
hear stories like yours. Although it's a shame that you had to go through all that car trouble, we
are so happy that you came to Grand Subaru. Sandy is an awesome salesperson and she goes

beyond what is expected of her. As long as you are happy, we are happy. We will definitely see
you again and are ecstatic that we have your business. Thank you! I had service done on my
vehicle. They are fast, friendly, and helped out by giving me a deal on the cost of the repair.
Tammy, thank you for entrusting us with your service! It was a pleasure working with you and
taking care of the repair. If there is anything else we can help you with, please give us a call or
stop by! Reason for reporting the review: Select Your email address:. Dealer Reviews Find the
best dealership for you. Service Reviews Find good folks to fix your car. Cars for Sale Find the
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Write a review Top. Sign In. Write a Review Grand Junction Subaru. Grand Junction, CO About
Grand Junction Subaru is your premier retailer of new and used Subaru vehicles. Our dedicated
sales staff and top-trained technicians are here to make your auto shopping experience fun,
easy and financially advantageous. Please utilize our various online resources and allow our
excellent network of people to put you in your ideal Subaru vehicle or the Pre-Owned car, truck
or SUV of your dreams today! When you visit Grand Junction Subaru your satisfaction is our
primary concern. If you value low prices and variety of high-quality vehicles, Grand Junction
Subaru is the first and last place you will need to shop for a new or used car by Subaru. The
team at Grand Junction Subaru would like to have the chance to earn your business. We are
ready to assist you and can easily be contacted by phone or online. At our Subaru dealership
we strive to bring you low prices and reliable new and pre-owned cars, trucks, and SUVs. Grand
Junction Subaru has the pre-owned vehicle that you have been searching for. With a variety of
cars, trucks and SUVs to choose from and an experienced sales team, we are confident that we
can find the vehicle that was built for you. On our Grand Junction used car lot we feature
vehicles by many of today's top automakers. Each pre-owned vehicle has been through a
detailed inspection by our Certified technicians so that we only stock the highest quality
vehicles. Need a car loan? No problem! Grand Junction Subaru has a great finance team that
will help you get a car loan to put you in the new Subaru or pre-owned car you want. We make
the buying process easy by providing the lowest possible rate, so there will be no need to go
from bank to bank. You can get original Subaru car parts and professional auto service from the
experts at Grand Junction Subaru. If you're looking for vehicle maintenance, repairs or parts,
visit our dealership for the professional service you deserve. Grand Junction Subaru has an
experienced and reliable service center that you can rely on for all of your car repair and service
in Grand Junction. We also have a full stocked Parts department that specializes in European
automotive repairs and maintenance. We understand the importance of the investment you have
made with your European automobile purchase. Our Grand Junction Subaru car repair center is
here to protect that investment. Allow our certified mechanics to demonstrate our commitment

to excellence. We are sure you will be pleased. Grand Junction Subaru thanks our customers
for making us such a successful dealership, servicing Subaru vehicles throughout all of
Western Colorado. We're dedicated to providing the best service possible, you'll find this
evident in our everyday work. They have earned my complete trust. Tunex of Price Schedule
Appointment. Busy shop but worth the wait and they do a Mon AM - PM. Featured Business Red
Rock Hyundai. Super friendly and fast All Sales Service. Micheal Applegate was a really nice
guy to work with and made the purchase of a new outback very nice for my wife. We both
enjoyed how the whole deal went between looking at the car and driving away with it. They were
great. They sold me TWO defective vehicles - no accountability! The first vehicle I had major
mechanical issues that started within the first week of ownership. They "bought back" that
vehicle out of a "courtesy" to me. Due to the "buy out" I had to lease another Impreza however
they did not have a similar model available so I was leased a more expensive version, the sport.
I lost out on that money! Now, I've had the 2nd vehicle for 10 months and it has been in the
shop almost a dozen times. The only repairs they have done are system updates and have put
in a bigger battery two times now! After the first failed "bigger battery" attempt, my ex went in to
complain. They told me I was not allowed back to their dealership and the work on my vehicle
had to be done elsewhere. With matters escalating through Subaru Corporation, I was sent to
another Subaru dealership that has now unfortunately been left to clean up Grand Junction
Subaru's defective vehicle sale! The first time I brought in my car to Grand Junction Subaru for
repair, I was personally told by Shawn Harrison General Sales Manager that they have seen a
LOT of these vehicles come back in and need new radios because there is a malfunction in the
informatics system. Peter Barc Service Director also stated the same thing with my ex when he
picked up the vehicle. Since than I have had to have my vehicle serviced by another dealership
that did not lease me my vehicle. My vehicle continues to have "no-start issues related to the
electrical condition" and has left me stranded by myself or with my 6 year old son, on many
occasions! The matter is now at corporate level and Grand Junction Subaru has failed to
provide copies of repair orders to myself or corporate! I have called and emailed the
management team at GJS and have not received a response, even from the owner Ron Bubar.
Subaru Corporate Representatives have reviewed my lease, recognized the errors and
apologized stating that unfortunately they cannot tell the dealerships how to sell their vehicles.!
The car remains unfixed but for the meantime the problems are being masked by a new Optima
deep cell battery that they installed! Not a mechanic out there will tell me this battery is
necessary for a sedan! I could go on endlessly about my horrific experience with Grand
Junction Subaru but it all comes down to them running a shady business! I am highly
unsatisfied and disappointed with Grand Junction Subaru in a whole! I also worked with Katie
Winddop to do the financing with the car. Katie went above and beyond when I brought the car
back after the transaction was complete with a maintenance issue. Katie got the maintenance
manager and he fixed the problem even after their shop was closed for the night. Everyone was
a pleasure to work with at Grand Junction Subaru. My husband and I shopped almost non-stop
for 2 days for a car. Our crosstek we found here was the best deal anywhere. What a beautiful,
comfortable car. Our salesman was CJ. He made our experience pleasurable. He has a great
personality and is very knowledgeable. No pressure at all , just help. I took my Subaru Outback
in for an oil change. Everything seemed normal enough until my service advisor came out and
said my car had "no oil" in it! I told him I was well aware that it was a little low in oil, that is why I
was there for an oil change! Amazingly, my car also needed brake fluid flushed as did the last 3
customers in a row while I was there. After the inaccurate oil statement, I did not
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believe anything Justin said. Had to get an oil change for my Legacy and Katie met me at the
door with a smile. She walked me to the service department and got me in-and-out in no time at
all! Verified Customer. There are times when both cars need servicing at nearly the same time,
or a regular check up points to upcoming needs. I always trust the service dept to keep us
running. Thanks guys! I always appreciate the friendly faces and great service I get at GJ
Subaru. Overall Rating. Review Title What makes the place so great or not in just a few words.
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Email address Your email address is never published on our website. This is for verification
purposes. Your Zip Code. By submitting your review, you agree to the Terms of Service. Your
Name. Your Email. Your inquiry. Phone Number. Cancel Send Message.

